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Reducing risks and
seizing opportunities:
lessons from the
development and
implementation of
business adaptation
strategies
May 10, 2016

Overall objective

Increase awareness and promote
discussions and experiences exchange on
ways to develop business adaptation
strategies
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Agenda
Connecting Business Adaptation Strategies with the National Adaptation
Plan
Mariana Egler
Ministry of the Environment (MMA), Brazil

Adaptation to climate change: engaging private sector
Patrick Pringle
UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP), United Kingdom

Lessons learned from business adaptation strategies in Brazil:
Natalia Lutti Hummel
Center for Sustainability Studies of the Business Management School at the Getulio Vargas
Foundation (EAESP/FGV), Brazil

Discussion
Conclusion and closing

Connecting Business
Adaptation Strategies with the
National Adaptation Plan
Mariana Egler
Ministry of the Environment (MMA), Brazil
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Adaptation to climate change:
engaging private sector
Patrick Pringle
UK Climate Impacts Programme (UKCIP), United Kingdom

Lessons learned from business
adaptation strategies in Brazil

Natalia Lutti Hummel
Center for Sustainability Studies of the Business Management School
at the Getulio Vargas Foundation (EAESP/FGV), Brazil
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Business for Climate Platform (EPC)
A network that aims to mobilize, promote
awareness and articulate business leaderships
for

the

GHG

management

and

reduction

practices, as well as for climate risks management
and to propose public policies and positive
incentives in Brazil related to climate change.

In 2015: 35 multinational companies
Emission Trading Scheme Simulation (SCE EPC)
Business Proposal for Public Policies on Credits for Climate Change
Business Strategies on Adaptation to Climate Change
Objective: promote awareness in business sector and strength business actions
related to climate risk management, engaging companies to build an adaptation
culture aligned with mitigation.

EPC’s agenda on adaptation to climate change
2011: Workshop with
EPC members to
debate concepts, the
importance of the
subject, adaptation
strategies and the
role of private sector and

to work on a real
case

July of 2013: Latin
America Adaptation to
Climate Change Forum in
partnership with
UNFCCC, was held at
FGV bringing together
more than 150
representatives of private
sector, governments and
civil society organizations.

2014- 2015:
Development of
5 pilot projects

2015:
Development
of 3 new pilot
projects

2015: 3 Workshops with
EPC member
companies
2014: 3 Workshops with EPC members to
raise awareness on Adaptation, co-build the
Framework and Tool to develop Adaptation
Strategies and debate adaptation solutions
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EPC: Adaptation working group
•

Community of practice that promotes
social learning

•

The EPC Framework and tool was built
together with companies.

•

Selection and support of 5 pilot projects
in 2014 and 3 in 2015

•

Continuous articulation with
international stakeholders to exchange
knowledge (UNFCCC, GIZ, We Adapt,
Acclimatise)

Framework and tool: development process
Map of available
methods and tools
for Adaptation for
Climate Change

Herramienta de
Identificación de Riesgos,
Oportunidades y Acciones
de Adaptación al Cambio
Climático (IntegraRSE)

Outcomes from the
Latin America
Adaptation to
Climate Change
Forum

Other sources,
specially, WIZARD
(UKCIP)

Presentation,
interchange and
feedbacks from the
EPC member
companies

Sharing and
feedback from
partners

Framework to
Support the
Elaboration of
Business
Adaptation
Strategies

Tool to Support
the Elaboration of
Business
Adaptation
Strategies
(Version 1.1)

Pilot Projects
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Pilot projects
Develops, manufactures and delivers
cosmetics, makeup and perfume throughout
the largest franchise network in Brazil

Risks and opportunities associated with selling points and service
centers located on flooding vulnerable areas in four Brazilian states

Second major steel-maker company in Brazil

Risks and opportunities associated with water resources

Brazilian large infrastructure concession company, with
business in areas of road concession, urban mobility and
services.

Promoting climate change risks and opportunities management in
CCR Barcas and CCR via Lago.

Pilot projects
Brazilian petrochemical and chemistry company that
stands out in the global stage as the largest producer of
thermoplastic resins in the Americas and the eighth on
the world.

Systematize climate risks and opportunities for the whole company
Engaged in Agricultural and soybean seed production;
origination, processing and commercialization of grains;
fertilizer; energy and fluvial transport.

Risks and opportunities of soybean cultivation in Mato Grosso, Brazil
Energy company of the Paraná state that generates,
distribute and transmit.

Risks and opportunities for distribution unit in Paraná
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Framework for the development of business
strategies for climate change adaptation

Tool for the development of business
strategies for climate change adaptation

Aims to support business
managers to implement the
framework to elaborate business
strategies for adaptation.
Prompt, guide and systematize
Available on: http://www.empresaspeloclima.com.br/adaptation?locale=en
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Challenge!
Get incentive from high management and involvement from
other company's areas

Solutions
 Start with a scope that is material to the company

 Promote an introductory workshop
 EPC engagement toolkit
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Challenge!
Choose climate scenarios, which inevitably means deal
with uncertainties

Solutions
 Partnership with INPE (meteorological agency)
 Remember: companies are already used to deal with so many
business uncertainties
 Uncertainty is unavoidable and that it has to be assumed and
registered
 No regret measures: positive results, independently of the
climate change events
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Challenge!
Translate climate events into impacts for the company

Solutions
Involve operational areas
Look for what other companies in your sector list as impacts
for them
Examples: UKCIP BACLIAT 1.5 gives potential impacts by
sectors; BSI adaptation guide
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Challenge!
Define grades to prioritize risks and opportunities

Solutions
Set criteria that are relevant for your company
MCA: Assign different weights
Do not do it alone! Gather a group and collect
their risk perceptions
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Challenge!
Think about innovative (and doable) adaptation options

Solutions
 Brainstorming exercises with a multidisciplinary team
 Benchmark studies (eg. by sector – BSR; UKCIP)
 Consider “soft measures” (eg.: capacity building)
 Ecosystem Based Adaptation
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Challenge!
Gather assertive and financial data for analyses

Solutions
 Remember: costs of both the potential climate impacts and
adaptation measures are one criterion among others
Calculate future costs and losses based on the historical data
Define costs ranges to be assigned to each risk according to it’s
magnitude.
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Challenge!
Set working plan, responsible and resources

Solutions
 Use other company projects to leverage adaptation
measure proposes
 To start, keep with “smaller”, “easier” and “already
thought” measures
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Challenge!
Articulation and engagement of external stakeholders,
that are essential to adaptation actions

Solutions
 Map stakeholders and how they can contribute
 Start with stakeholders already in contact with the
company
 Engage external stakeholders since the beginning

Results so far...
Participation, engagement and awareness
• Involvement of around 20 big companies in
adaptation agenda
• Better comprehension of adaptation concept
• Identification of collective solutions and experiences
interchange
• Multidisciplinary groups to create, implement and
support the adaptation strategies
• Articulation with international organizations

Eight companies are implementing the
framework and tool
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Case study: Braskem

Systematize climate risks and opportunities for the whole company
Scope: embedded all industrial facilities, located in Brazil, United States and
Germany
Time horizon: 2040
Climate Scenarios: In Brazil, it was supplied by INPE
Challenges: engagement of teams from various areas, long-term planning,
obtainment of climate scenarios and connection with business decision making.
Results: incorporation of climate variables in the risk management process and
beginning of articulation with key stakeholders to foster the agenda.
Lesson learned: adaptation actions, unlike mitigation, depends on collaboration with
other stakeholders, requiring collective work, from data collection to implementation
and monitoring.

Statement from Braskem
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What do the case studies
show?

What do the case studies show?
Reasons abound not only for governments, but also for companies
to get involved with the adaptation agenda.
Challenges faced by the business sector in order to draw consistent
adaptation strategies
• Integrate adaptation into their existing strategic plans
• Practical considerations such as access to climate projections data
Challenges are not a reason for inaction
Inspire other companies
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Discussion

Food for thought

What are the next steps
for private sector in
adaptation agenda?
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Conclusion and closing

Thank you!
Natalia Lutti Hummel
natalia.lutti@fgv.br
Thais Camolesi
thais.camolesi@fgv.br
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